Corker exposed Koh’s sophistry with one cogent intervention, where he remarked that, by Koh’s argument,
the U.S. could drop an atom bomb on Tripoli and it
wouldn’t count as involving the U.S. in a war, because
no Americans would be killed. His questions about the
debate within the Administration over the legality of
the war—it is known that the Justice Department’s
Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) and the General Counsel of the Defense Department disagreed with Koh—
were not answered. And it was pointed out, that the
White House barred the OLC and DOD lawyers from
testifying at the Senate hearing.
In desperation to get the resolution passed, Kerry
accepted four amendments presented by one of his leading critics, Senator Lugar, including one that said the
War Powers Act did apply to the Libya operation. The

resolution passed 14 to 5, with Lugar and four other
Republicans still voting against it (see LaRouche, “Is It
Not Treason?” p. 49).
But when the Administration and Kerry tried to get
the full Senate to pass the resolution, on July 5, after
Obama had had Majority Leader Reid cancel their
recess, they fell flat on their faces. After a short debate,
in which Lugar again savaged the Administration for its
unconstitutional behavior (see box), Reid decided not
to go ahead with a cloture vote—obviously figuring
that he would lose it.

Eminently Impeachable
The record of Obama’s impeachable offenses is the
proverbial mile long, as EIR has pointed out for more
than a year, but up until now, partisan considerations

Lugar: The President Has
Violated the Constitution
The following is excerpted by Sen. Richard
Lugar’s July 5 remarks on the floor of the U.S.
Senate:
President Obama’s assertion that he does not
need a congressional authorization to wage war in
Libya represents a serious setback to the constitutional limits on Presidential war powers. Historians
will point out that this is not the first time that a President has gone to war unilaterally. But saying that
Presidents have exceeded their constitutional authority before is little comfort. Moreover, the Libya
case is the one most likely to be cited the next time
President Obama or a future President chooses to
take the country to war without congressional approval.
Declarations of war are not anachronistic exercises. They force the President to submit his case for
war to Congress and the American public. They
allow for a robust debate to examine that case, and
they help gauge if there is sufficient political support
to commit American blood and treasure. And they
define the role and strategy of the United States. Neither U.N. Security Council resolutions nor adminis-
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tration briefings are a substitute for a declaration of
war or other deliberate authorizations of military operations. . . .
The Founders believed that Presidents alone
should not be trusted with war-making authority,
and they constructed checks against executive unilateralism. James Madison, in a 1797 letter to
Thomas Jefferson, stated, “The Constitution supposes, what the History of all Governments demonstrates, that the Executive is the branch of power
most interested in war, and most prone to it. It has
accordingly with studied care, vested the question of
war in the legislature.”
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